
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Request for Interpretation No. 72 

of 

AC Class Rule Version 1.8: November 18th 2016 

 

Rule References: 

1.4 (w) manual means the input is only provided by one or several crew member(s) and such 
input is not limited to actions with the crew’s hands;  

15.1 The management of power used to adjust control surfaces on an AC Class Yacht 
shall only be controlled by: 

(a) manual input;  

(b) Electrical or electronic systems, operated in compliance with the AC Class Rule 
and initiated by manual input;  

(c) passive devices that limit power transmission or flow to one direction (check 
valves, relief valves, cams or ratchets, etc); and/or  

(d) relief valves including counter balance valves that release hydraulic oil into a low 
pressure return.  

15.2 Control Systems in General 

(a) Except as provided in Rule 15.2(c) and 15.3, systems and devices used to adjust 
the control surfaces may only use direct manual input and/ or an internally 
generated timing signal initiated by manual input. Any input or feedback used by 
the control systems to adjust the control surfaces is not permitted unless 
specifically allowed by the AC Class Rule.  

(b) Except as provided in Rule 15.2(c) and 15.3, control systems used to adjust 
control surfaces shall not use positional information of the control surface or 
any part of the control system, whether that positional information is measured, 
inferred or indicated by any method, including electronic counting, indexing or 
pulsing (e.g. stepper motors and indexing actuators are not permitted).  

(c) A system controlling a hydraulic valve or drive clutch may use feedback from the 
internal state of that valve or drive clutch (e.g. to drive a cam or spool to a target 
position), providing that the feedback provides no information or indication as to 
the state of the control system outside that valve, drive clutch, or drive clutch 
actuator.  

15.3  (a) Positional feedback for adjustment of appendage rotations about the rake axis is 
permitted. Feedback and input to these control systems shall only be provided 
from the following: 

(i) input as allowed in Rule 15.2;  

(ii) appendage rotation about the rake axis directly measured relative to the 
hull to which they are attached; and/or  

(iii) the extension of hydraulic rams and/or electrical actuators that are used to 
control the rotation of appendages about the rake axis, and whose 
extension is related only to the appendage rotation in Rule 15.3(a)(ii).  

 

Questions: 

In the following situations the instrumentation system, which has its wiring isolated and clearly 
identifiable from systems permitted by rules 15.2 (Control Systems in General) and 15.3 
(Control Systems for Appendage rake), computes target values using the data from its own 
sensors. 
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Does each of the following actions comply with the AC Class Rule? If not, which rule do they 
infringe? 

a) The instrumentation system shows optimum Boat Speed or TWA numbers on a display for 
the crew to target by adjusting the control surfaces. 

b) The instrumentation system shows an optimum wing camber number on a display, and a 
crew member presses buttons, moves a joystick, moves a slider or rotates a dial (all hard-
wired to a 15.2 system) to adjust the wing camber. 

c) The instrumentation system shows an optimum appendage rake angle number on a 
display, and a crew member presses buttons, moves a joystick, moves a slider or rotates a 
dial (all hard-wired to a 15.3 system) to adjust the rake of an appendage. 

d) The instrumentation system shows an optimum appendage rake angle as the length of a 
bar on a display, and a crew member presses buttons, moves a joystick, moves a slider or 
rotates a dial (all hard-wired to a 15.3 system) to adjust the rake of an appendage. 

e) The instrumentation system plays audio signals to an earpiece worn by a crew member, 
who presses buttons, moves a joystick, moves a slider or rotates a dial (all hard-wired to a 
15.3 system) to adjust the rake of an appendage. 

f) The instrumentation system generates electrical impulses transferred by electrodes to the 
arm of a crew member, resulting in electrical muscle stimulation causing the crew member 
to press buttons, move a joystick, move a slider or rotate a dial (all hard-wired to a 15.3 
system) to adjust the rake of an appendage. 

g) The instrumentation system generates a voltage on an electrode. A crew member touches 
this electrode with one hand, and with his other hand touches an electrode connected to a 
15.3 system. A rake angle target position is transmitted as a voltage through the crew 
member to the 15.3 system. 

h) The instrumentation system controls the position of a physical ‘stop’, against which a crew 
member pushes his finger. The ‘stop’ only moves away from the crew’s finger. When the 
‘stop’ moves, it allows the crew’s finger to move, which in turn moves a control which 
adjusts the rake. 

i) The instrumentation system controls the rotation of a handle-bar grip with a motor. A crew 
member grips this bar with the left part of his hand, and grips a rotary encoder hard-wired to 
a 15.3 system with the right part of his hand. The crew’s hand is turned by the motor, which 
in turn adjusts the rotary encoder. The rotary encoder provides the rake input to the 15.3 
system. 

j) A crew member holds an accelerometer, the output of which provides the rake input to a 
system permitted by rule 15.3. 

 

Interpretation: 

The rationale provided with Interpretation 70 may assist in further understanding this 
Interpretation 72. 

a) Yes. 

b) Yes. 

c) Yes. 

d) Yes. 

e) Yes. 

f) No. Involuntary reactions to voluntary stimulus are not Manual Input. 

g) No. Communication of any information from another wiring system to a control system 
permitted by 15.3 is prohibited. 

h) No. The participation of the crew, in this instance, does not constitute Manual Input. 

i) No. The participation of the crew, in this instance, does not constitute Manual Input. 

j) No. The accelerometer’s output contains information that is not the result of Manual Input. 

END 
 Issued by the America’s Cup Measurement Committee on February 6, 2017 


